
B.A. Honours Examinations 2021

(Under CBCS Pattern)

Semester - VI

Subject : EDUCATION

Paper : DSE 4-T

Full Marks : 60

Time : 3 Hours

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own
words as per as practicable.

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Women Education

Answer any four questions : 15 × 4 = 60

1. What is the concept of Women Education ? What are the different objectives of

Women Education ? 5+5+5

2. Give an account of Women Education in Brahmanic system of education. How

it is significant in today’s modern education? 10+5

3. Discuss the contribution of Missionaries of Women Education. 15

4. Discuss the contribution of Raja Rammohan Roy in the field of Women

Education. 15
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5. Mention the recommendations of Mudaliar Commission and Kothari Commission

regarding Women Education. 15

6. Which was the first committee appointed by Government of India for Women Education

? What are the suggestions made by them related to Women Education?

15

7. Mention the major constraints of Women Education and Woman Empowerment in our

society. 15

8. What is meant by women empowerment ? Discuss the role of education in women

empowerment. 15
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Music and Fine arts in Education

Answer any four questions : 15 × 4 = 60

1. How clay improves the motor skills in children ?

2. What is music ? What is the most important component of performing art ?

3. What is the importance of colours in painting ?

4. Mixed media is a fantastic method to explore and experiment with different medium. Is

it true ? If yes, explain how ?

5. Music is a part of our lives in India ? Explain this statement.

6. Mention all the professions that are connected to Art Education. Give examples.

7. What is Visual Art ? What are the objectives of visual Art ?

8. Explain how can you integrate songs and music with curriculum in education.
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